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Strongly-interacting artificial spin systems are moving beyond mimicking naturallyoccurring materials to emerge as versatile functional platforms, from reconfigurable
magnonics1,2 to neuromorphic computing3. Typically, artificial spin systems comprise
nanomagnets with a single magnetisation texture: collinear macrospins or chiral vortices. By
tuning nanoarray dimensions we achieve macrospin/vortex bistability and demonstrate a fourstate metamaterial spin-system ‘Artificial Spin-Vortex Ice’ (ASVI). ASVI can host Ising-like
macrospins with strong ice-like vertex interactions, and weakly-coupled vortices with low
stray dipolar-field. Vortices and macrospins exhibit starkly-differing spin-wave spectra with
analogue mode-amplitude control and mode-frequency shifts of ∆f = 3.8 GHz.
The enhanced bi-textural microstate space gives rise to emergent physical memory
phenomena & nonlinear spectral response, ideal for computation. We employ spin-wave
microstate fingerprinting for rapid, scaleable readout of vortex and macrospin populations and
leverage this for spin-wave reservoir computation. ASVI performs non-linear mapping
transformations of diverse input and target signals in addition to chaotic time-series
forecasting3.
However, the computing performance of single nanoarrays breaks down when attempting
harder tasks. Theoretical work suggests combining multiple reservoirs (nanoarrays) together
in parallel and series can enhance performance4,5. We implement this physically by fabricating
three distinct nanoarrays tuned for differing memory capacity & nonlinearity, and confirm
substantially improved computational power when combining arrays in series (deep) and
parallel.
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